myocardial infarction left ventricular (LV) dysfunction. We have written extensively on the theories of this topic, which are supported by both preclinical studies and previously described simulation of the cardiovascular system (2). Weil and colleagues identify apparent discrepancies between their experimental findings and theoretical predictions. In an accompanying editorial, Kern and Seto (3) encourage efforts directed at resolving those discrepancies. We noted several methodological issues not addressed during the review of the paper that may invalidate several of the findings. Only the most overt issues can be discussed in this brief letter, though a more thorough critique has been shared with the authors.
The shapes of the PV loops recorded by Weil et al. Figure 1A ). We digitized these loops ( Figure 1B ) and observed that after applying a simple scaling factor to the volume signal, the ICP-supported loops are essentially identical to the pre-support loops ( Figure 1C ). This indicates that the example chosen by Figure 2C (1) is w120 ml (with cardiac output of w7.2 l/min at a heart rate of w60 beats/ min). If we simulate a state of cardiogenic shock by decreasing the ejection fraction to w20%, we observe a qualitatively different hemodynamic response to TH support that is similar to our prior reports (2) . The nature of the response to any form of MCS depends on the conditions (contractility, afterload, pre-load, heart rate) in which they are applied (2).
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There are additional methodological issues. There Letters to the Editor
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We believe these and other issues that have been raised speak to the need for additional educational resources and efforts for individuals interested in using and evaluating hemodynamic effects in the PV domain. On the basis of information provided in the paper, additional information that has been graciously shared by the authors, and the methodological concerns summarized in the preceding text, the experimental data presented by Weil et al. (1) concerning ICP are not compelling and we believe are not valid. 
